Abstract-This paper considers an application of convex analysis to the study of corporate equilibria in a two period endogenized asset general equilibrium model with incomplete financial markets. It shows by means of a particular case study that for a fixed financial policy every extensive form stock market equilibrium can be translated into a reduced form equilibrium. This result suggests determinateness of corporate equilibria for varying financial parameters. A change in the firm's financial policy changes the production set available to it in the next period, hence real effects.
I. INTRODUCTION HE Modigliani and Miller corporate finance theorem
states that the value of the firm is independent of its financial policies. This result was originally derived in a series of papers in a partial equilibrium set up. The first generalization of this theorem to a general equilibrium framework is due to Stiglitz [7] , [8] . Beyond a one period general equilibrium model, DeMarzo [2] , Magill and Quinzii [4] , and Duffie and Shafer [3] , confirm the validity of this result for the case of incomplete markets. These papers have in common that they derive corporate equilibrium properties for exogenous asset structures with production activities independent of financial activities of the firms. This dichotomy of financial and production sets implies non-trivial economic equilibrium consequences. For example, it essentially ignores the financing of the firm since production sets are fixed, thus the Modigliani and Miller theorem holds under classical assumptions. This paper improves on corporate finance theory derived under exogenous asset structures considered in classical GEI models of production. It considers a simple version of the relevance of financial policy theorem for a two period general equilibrium model with endogenous productions sets and incomplete markets. In this model, endogenized production sets available to firms are not independent of the financial activities of the firm, hence, financial policies are non-neutral.
The paper is organized in four parts. Section II introduces the model. Section III presents the result. Section IV is a conclusion. Each firm 1, … , issues stocks at stock price in period one in order to build up production capacity. A firm's total cash acquired via stock market determines the upper bound of the total value of production capacity it can install in the same period. Denote this liquidity constraint , where is a non-negative real number and a feasible financial policy of the firm 1, … , . constraints the quantity of capital 0 a producer can purchase at spot price system 0 . The quantity of intermediate goods 0 purchased in period one determines a correspondence | . This correspondence defines the technology of the firm at feasible financial policy . Let the production set available to each producer 1, … , in period two be described by this technology, | :
, a correspondence defined on the set of period two inputs, and denote it | . Let denote the set of all exogenously given states of nature. Then for each producer 1, … , let the 1 one period production set be defined by a map Φ | with domain and range , and denote it | , where 1 . The mathematical form of the long run profit maximization objective function is shown in equation (1). 
Consumers play the same role in this production model as in the classical GEI model with production. They invest into firms because they want to transfer wealth between future uncertain states of nature, and to smooth out consumption across states of nature. Each consumer 1, … , purchases stocks at stock price in period one in return for a dividend stream in the next period. The consumer's optimization problem is to maximize utility subject to a sequence of 1 budget constraints. Each consumer 1, … , is characterized by the standard assumptions for smooth economies introduced in Debreu [1] .
Denote consumer i's sequence of 1 budget constraints
Assumptions of smooth production sets and utility functions apply. They are introduced in detail in Stiefenhofer (2009 A competitive equilibrium of the production economy defined by the initial resource vector Ω is a price pair , if equality between demand and supply of physical goods and financial assets is satisfied in all states of nature, 0,1, … , . Its associated competitive equilibrium allocation is a collection of vectors , , , ̃ of consumption, production and financial quantities ( ) (
Stiefenhofer [6] shows that equilibria for this stock market model always exist.
III. RESULT
We first introduce a reduce form equilibrium definition for the GEI model. This model has the property that production sets are independent of financial activities of the firms. The result bellow then shows that every extensive form equilibrium can be simplified to a reduced form equilibrium for any fixed financial policy. This result suggests real equilibrium effects for an equilibrium parameterization for a set of feasible financial policies.
Definition 1 (DRFE) A reduced form stock market equilibrium
, with associated equilibrium allocations , , for generic initial resources Ω, and each producer 1, … , maximizing long run profits satisfies: 
